PROJECT SITE PLAN, FLOODPLAIN MAP & LEGEND

ZONE A

SPECIAL FLOOD HAZARD AREA

PROPOSED 6 INCH WASTEWATER LINE (PRESSURE)

PROPOSED 8 INCH WASTEWATER LINE (GRAVITY)

PROPOSED 10 INCH WASTEWATER LINE (PRESSURE)

PROPOSED 12 INCH WASTEWATER LINE (GRAVITY)

PROPOSED 18 INCH WASTEWATER LINE (GRAVITY)

US HIGHWAY 83

USGS MAPS: LEAGUE & KENSICO, REAL COUNTY, TEXAS

LEGEND

FEMA MAPS: 480980 A&B (5/13/77); 480978 0250B & 480978 0175B (6/5/85)

PROPOSED WWTP

TWDB EDAP & CWSRF PROJECT NO. 72045

NUCIES RIVER AUTHORITY / CITY OF LEAKEY
WASTEWATER COLLECTION SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS

600 W. 8th St. Suite 300
Austin TX 78701   512-708-9322  Fax 512-708-9014

TWDB Contract No. G110033 & G110034

NaismithEngineering.com
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